Intermediary Partner Programme

National footprint, regional focus

Newable Finance is part of the
Newable Group, a multi-faceted
business with a core focus of
supporting SMEs at every stage of
their business development. Newable
provides the essential resources
across Money, Advice and Workspace
that companies working at the heart
of the economy need in order to take
the next step with their business.

At Newable Finance, we provide a
bespoke service for SMEs from all
industry sectors.
With regional hubs in Manchester,
Cardiff and London, we work with
an extensive panel of lenders across
the nation to deliver brokered finance
solutions at a personal, regional level.

Leanne Dawson

Head of Regional Broking
Manchester & The North

Workspace
NEWABLE IN FOCUS

SMEs

Our mission is to help
SMEs achieve sustainable
business growth

ESG

Environment, Social and
Governance commitments
are at the heart of our DNA

NEWABLE IN NUMBERS

43k

businesses helped to
thrive each year

£77.8m
Revenue in financial
year 2020

SOME OF OUR BRANDS

easyHub

®

Terry Wolfendale

Head of Regional Broking
Cardiff & South West

£62m
Net assets

Brian Love

Head of Regional Broking
London & South East

KEY DELIVERY
PARTNER FOR

We are here to support businesses
from across the UK. There is an increasing
need for businesses to access funding and
advice to support them in repositioning and
restructuring their businesses, for recovery and
growth, in the years to come.”
PHIL REYNOLDS, MANAGING DIRECTOR
NEWABLE FINANCE
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Newable Finance

Introducing Newable

Some of the
lenders we
work with

As a specialist in complex, out of normal criteria lending, we work with a
broad range of intermediaries such as accountants, IFAs and brokers who are
looking to expand their service offering, create new income opportunities
and retain clients.

With a trusted panel of over 150 lenders, we have access to the most
comprehensive range of specialist products in the market, with
the knowledge and expertise to deliver the right solutions for often
complicated borrowing scenarios.

Newable Finance

All your specialist
lending needs
in one place
What our partners value is the strength of relationships we have with lenders,
both mainstream and niche, and our ability to access bespoke solutions for
property investors, developers and trading businesses.

Residential
Specialist 1st and 2nd charge loans for homeowners looking to
purchase, refinance or release capital from residential property

Investment
Specialist buy-to-let mortgages for residential and commercial landlords
looking to purchase or refinance

Development
Development, development exit and mezzanine finance for first time and
experienced property developers

Bridging Loans
Flexible short term finance to support property investors with
conversions, HMOs, auction purchases and refurbishment projects

Trading Business
A range of commercial finance solutions for SMEs, including equipment
finance, invoice finance and unsecured business loans
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Why partner with us?
We exist to support the growth of our intermediary partners, helping
them retain existing clients, attract new business and generate additional
revenue by offering a comprehensive packaging service, for even the most
challenging cases.
A strong lending panel sits at the heart of our business, and we enjoy
strategic partner status with many lenders, granting us access to
exclusive rates and enhanced procuration fees.

Unlike many specialist packagers, our service is whole of market
encompassing every aspect of property finance (regulated and
unregulated), and commercial finance including business loans, invoice
finance and asset finance.
We work with the highest level of integrity and professionalism, and
understand how important every client relationship is. Some of our
partners prefer to maintain full client control, whilst others hand over to us
– we’re completely flexible and deliver an exceptional service regardless.

Our commitment to you
We are committed to the true values of partnership and service and
passionate about delivering an exceptional experience to client and
intermediary on every transaction.

Simplicity

Flexibility

It’s our job to make the complex,
simple. And with a dedicated
advisor managing your case, you can
focus on more important things.

We understand that one size does
not fit all. You can maintain full
control of each case, or hand it
over to us – it’s entirely up to you.

Integrity

Transparency

We know how valuable every
client relationship is to you. Your
client will always be your client, we
will never re-approach or crosssell without your consent.

We don’t believe in hard sell
or hidden fees. You can refer
your clients to us in confidence,
with all fees and charges fully
disclosed as early as possible.

Quality
As part of the Newable Group and
fully authorised by the FCA, you
can be assured that the highest
levels of client satisfaction and
conduct are maintained.

We’re always available when our partners need us – 7 days a week and
outside ‘normal’ working hours to discuss new opportunities and
progress existing cases.

We are committed to building long term relationships with our
intermediary partners and believe the only foundation for that is an
equitable share of the revenue we generate.

Our intermediary partners receive market leading commission on every
successful referral, including any broker fees, which truly sets us apart
from the competition.
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Newable Finance

Join our partner
programme

Finding the right finance for your client
partnerships@newablefinance.co.uk
020 7260 3113
newable.co.uk/money/finance/partners

Newable Commercial Finance Limited trading as Newable Finance. Registration number:
07474588. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FRN 723703.
Newable Commercial Finance is a finance broker, not a lender. Not all products offered by
Newable Commercial Finance are regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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